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As the requirements for aerospace and defense radar systems continue to push
existing limits, testing phase noise is becoming more and more of a challenge,
particularly in the microwave and millimeter frequency ranges. Adding to this
challenge is the increasing pressure from emerging communications markets for
anti-collision radar, wireless LAN (WLAN), and ultra wideband (UWB), that are
reaching higher frequency bands in the microwave to millimeter wave range.

Agilent's E5052A signal source analyzer (SSA), along with the new E5053A
downconverter, expands signal source characterization into the microwave 
frequency range, up to 26.5 GHz. As shown in Figure 1, the E5052A SSA provides
four independent measurements that are required for the vast majority of signal
source characterizations: phase noise, frequency and power, transient, and
spectrum monitoring.

Figure 1. Four measurements for signal source characterization

Introduction

Signal Source
Characterization
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The E5052A SSA provides excellent phase noise sensitivity at microwave 
frequencies (see Figure 2). The analyzer employs a unique cross-correlation
technique to enhance the phase noise sensitivity without employing a clean 
reference source, which is often costly at this frequency range.

Figure 2. Screen shot of 9.6 GHz clean source measurement

Phase Noise Sensitivity
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This technique essentially cancels the system noise. As shown in Figure 3,
Agilent’s SSA consists of two independent signal paths with built-in reference
sources, as well as local oscillators (LOs) in the E5053A for signal downconver-
sion that creates signals that are uncorrelated with each other. If two signals
are uncorrelated, their vector sum circuits (the total noise power from the 
reference sources) can be degraded by doing vector averaging while the noise
signal from the device under test (DUT) is emphasized. The degree of noise 
cancellation depends on the number of correlations. For example, 100x correlation
produces a 10 dB noise floor improvement, and 10,000x correlation produces a
20 dB improvement.

Figure 3. Block diagram of downconverter and SSA
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The E5053A is designed to use two independent paths for the signal downcon-
version from RF to IF. Above 26.5 GHz, a power divider and a pair of external 
mixers can be added to extend the cross-correlation technique. By utilizing the
Agilent 11970 series harmonic mixers, the frequency range can be expanded up
to 110 GHz. The measurement configuration is shown in Figure 4.

Figure 4. Block diagram of millimeter wave phase noise measurement setup

Figure 5 shows the 110 GHz stable source phase noise measurement example.
A ready-to-use measurement assistant VBA running on the E5052A Signal
Source Analyzer eases the setup for the E5053A parameters.

Figure 5. 110 GHz stable source phase noise measurement example

Expands Cross-correlation
Technique to Millimeter
Wave
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The E5052A SSA employs the reference source/phase-locked loop (PLL) 
technique as its most commonly used measurement method. Some free-running
oscillators, such as VCO-on-silicon, exhibit large carrier drift and high phase
noise, especially in the millimeter wave frequency range. Sometimes these
oscillators cause measurement difficulties, such as PLL unlock and/or invalid
measurements, due to the saturation of the phase detector. 

Agilent’s Signal Source Analyzer overcomes this obstacle with a new prescaler
technique. The implementation with the E5053A, adding a pair of prescalers to
the IF output signal paths, is shown in Figure 4. It suppresses large frequency
drifts of the carrier signal in order to maintain the PLL. This technique also 
prevents the phase detector from saturating in the event of high phase noise.
(See Figure 6a and 6b)

Figure 6(a). Without prescaler technique (typical unstable oscillator’s signal quality Figure 6(b).
With prescaler technique

(a) (b)

Overcoming the
Challenges of Free-running
Oscillator Phase Noise
Measurement
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The additive noise of the prescaler is also important to consider. Some free-
running oscillators such as YiG (yttrium-iron garnet)-tuned oscillators (YTOs)
typically have fairly good phase noise performance at wider offsets, even if the
carrier drift is large. The noise floor of the prescaler determines the measurement
sensitivity, especially at wide offset ranges. With the help of the cross-correlation
technique, the additive noise of the prescalers can be cancelled because the
noise of the prescalers is uncorrelated. Figure 7 shows the affect of the cross-
correlation that removes the additive noise of the prescalers to expose the true
phase noise performance of the DUT.

Figure 7. Affect of cross-correlation technique on prescaler noise floor

Agilent’s signal source analyzer is designed to accurately test phase noise at
microwave and millimeter wave frequencies. Phase noise sensitivity is achieved
by using a novel cross-correlation technique, without needing to employ a costly
clean reference source. Adding the prescaler technique overcomes the difficulties
of free-running oscillator phase noise measurements and provides accurate
measurement results.

Conclusion
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